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The Basics 
 

Introduction 
 
Thank you for opening your heart and home to one (or more) of our shelter’s many residents! Foster pets 

come in a variety of sizes and shapes, from orphaned bottle babies to young adults that need 
extra socialization or medical care, to seniors that need extra TLC in their late years. Your kind 
generosity provides them a chance to grow or heal while waiting for their forever homes to find 
them. 

 
This manual is designed to provide foster parents with both an overview of the foster program at the 

Humane Society of Sheboygan County and a helpful reference for many of the questions that can 
arise while fostering.  Throughout the manual, the word “cats” refers to cats and kittens of any 
age; “kittens” denotes information specific to kittens – likewise “dogs” and “puppies”.  As most 
of our foster needs are feline, the majority of this manual references cats but also applies to dogs. 
Dog-specific information is under the appropriate chapter. Foster parents should always consult 
the Humane Society of Sheboygan County staff for specific questions and assistance. The 
information in this manual is subject to change – please call or email with any concerns. 

 
In Case of Emergency 
 
While we all would prefer that emergencies never happen, animals can be unpredictable and fostering can 

present sometimes exciting challenges. Therefore, we wanted this information immediately 
accessible for those times when things aren’t going as planned. The Humane Society of 
Sheboygan County has a veterinarian on staff; you MUST contact the Humane Society of 
Sheboygan County for all medical needs and bring the foster animals to the shelter for all 
medical care. Call the front desk at the number below to schedule an appointment and leave a 
message if needed.  If it’s after-hours and you suspect a *life-threatening emergency, please 
call the emergency phone number listed.  

 
Shelter Front Desk: (920) 458-2012 Shelter email: info@adoptshebco.org 
 
Emergency phone: (920) 207-8640  
 
*A life-threatening emergency is one in which the pet is experiencing symptoms that, if left untreated, will 

most likely result in death or loss of limb. These symptoms may include: open-mouth breathing 
(similar to “gasping” for air), profuse bleeding, significant lethargy (or any lethargy in kitten 
and puppies 4 weeks or under), signs of seizure or sudden immobility. Other symptoms such as 
sneezing, eye discharge or diarrhea, are generally considered non-emergency and can be 
reported during normal shelter hours via the non-emergency procedure below. 

 
Non-emergency Questions – Contact the front desk and we can direct your call to one of our caregivers 

or our staff veterinarian. Leave a message on the general voicemail if someone is not reached. 
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Due to limited resources, the Humane Society of Sheboygan County cannot be financially responsible 

if you seek veterinary care without first obtaining approval. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Getting Involved: 

 
To become a foster parent, a person must fill out the Foster Application (see Appendix B) and 
turn it in. Once the application is received, it is up to the foster coordinator to review the 
application and determine if the person is a good candidate for fostering.  
 

The management and/or shelter staff members determine which pets are most in need of foster care. As an 
approved foster parent, you’ll receive a phone call or email from the shelter providing a brief 
description of the resident needing a foster home. If you are able to foster, the staff will aid in 
ensuring it is a good match.  If you are unable to foster at that time, that’s acceptable too.  We’ll 
contact you again when another pet needs fostering. 

 
The Humane Society of Sheboygan County provides all necessary supplies for fostering, including food, 

treats, leash, litter, litterboxes and medications.  The Humane Society of Sheboygan County is 
not responsible for any damages to physical property. We ask that when you complete each 
foster, you return all materials to the Humane Society of Sheboygan County even if you intend to 
foster again immediately. Appropriate disinfection is critical, particularly when fostering babies, 
and this allows us to ensure your next foster receives fresh, clean supplies. The Humane Society 
of Sheboygan County is also committed to providing foster parents with support throughout the 
process and will assist you in addressing any questions or concerns. 
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Foster Parent Rules: 
 

• Foster parents must respond within 24 hours to communications (phone or e-mail) from 
shelter staff; likewise, we agree to respond within 24 hrs to any questions or 
communication from you! 

• Anyone who will be in contact with the kittens/puppies needs to thoroughly wash their 
hands with antibacterial soap before and after handling them or use vinyl/latex gloves but 
remember – fosters are not a petting zoo for friends and family! 

• As a foster parent you are responsible for the everyday care of the foster animals. This 
means feeding, grooming, socializing, providing a clean litter box at all times, 
administering medication if needed, etc. All supplies and food/litter will be provided by 
the shelter. If you are running low on supplies, please call the shelter and we can have 
refills waiting for you to pick up. 

• No negative training methods are to be used on a foster pet. If you have questions 
regarding appropriate training to improve your foster’s adoptability, please ask our staff 
trainer.  Any aggressive behavior by your foster must be immediately reported to the 
Humane Society of Sheboygan County for assessment and discussion/action plan. 

• Examine the kittens/puppies every day. Check for hair loss, weight issues, the condition 
of their skin, lice, ocular and/or nasal discharge, diarrhea, swelling of the genitals etc. 
Call the Humane Society of Sheboygan County with any concerns. 

• You will be given a copy of vet treatments that will be due depending on the age of the 
fostered animals. You MUST come to the shelter accordingly for these treatments. It is 
imperative that the kittens/puppies get vaccinations and deworming at specific ages 
and intervals.  Any additional veterinary care for illness/injury must be done through the 
shelter or with explicit permission from the shelter director in the case of emergency. 
Please follow up with shelter staff with the outcome from all vet visits so they may be 
charted appropriately in the pet’s medical records. 

• Keep your resident pets separate from fostered animals. Any contact with other animals 
must be approved with the shelter. This is for both the medical and physical safety of all 
animals involved.  Cats must be kept indoors at all times; dogs must be allowed indoors 
but are presumed to go outside for exercise, toileting, etc – under no circumstances is a 
foster dog to be kept as an “outside dog”. 

• Anyone you know who may be interested in the foster animals, may fill out an adoption 
application for pre-approval only.  Foster babies are not available for adoption and 
therefore CANNOT have any applications turned in for them.  All fosters are still 
owned by the Humane Society of Sheboygan County and we make the decisions on 
which home they go to. Interested parties can meet with them after they are returned to 
the shelter and available for adoption. This policy is the same for all our animals whether 
they are fostered or not. We take this very seriously and will reinforce it. Any 
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applications turned in for a foster animal will be considered invalid. 

• Only the individual who signed the foster agreement may care for the animals. Whether 
it’s a potential adopter or not you CANNOT let them have “sleep overs” or play dates.  In 
the case of “foster-sitting”, the potential sitter must also have an approved foster 
application on file. 

• Please return all bedding, bottles, formula, carriers and all other supplies provided to you 
by the Humane Society of Sheboygan County when the kittens come back for adoption or 
in the event they are deceased. Everything must be disinfected properly and we need to 
account for all materials/foster kits. Please keep both the Inventory and Feline Foster Info 
sheets in the foster kit at all times so they may be returned and re-used. 

• The Humane Society of Sheboygan County is not responsible for damages to physical 
property during the foster period. Preparing and having a foster room or area is critical. 

 
After being approved by the shelter staff as a qualified foster home, but before you bring a foster 

cat home, we suggest you prepare yourself, your family and your home for a new feline 
companion. 

 
1. Be physically and mentally prepared. Fostering is a family affair, so please make sure 

that everyone in your household is ready, willing and able to provide a loving home for a 
foster pet. Many adults and children have a difficult time adjusting to a new schedule or 
routine, and also have a difficult time “giving up” an animal to his forever home. Make 
sure everyone is ready for this new, albeit temporary, addition to your family. 

 
2. Be realistic about your time commitment to a foster. Many people believe that a shelter is 

a terrible place and a cat is always better off in a home. While the shelter can be a 
stressful environment for many cats, they do receive excellent care during their stay. In 
addition to a clean, warm and dry kennel, with plenty of fresh water, food and vet care, 
most shelter cats are socialized daily.  Don’t over-extend yourself when starting out. You 
may want to begin with foster sitting. And even if you have experience with cats, starting 
with an older cat, or recovering cat is a great way to build your foster parenting 
experience with short timeframes and generally the cat is easier than a litter of kittens. 

 
 

3. Have your foster room ready. Planning where you will keep your cat before you bring 
your cat home will make the entire process easier for everyone. When you first bring a 
foster cat home, you’ll want to confine them to a single room, such as a bedroom or 
bathroom or mudroom. This room is especially important when you’re at work or away 
from the house, as it will be a new environment in which they need time to become 
familiar and comfortable.  Plan to spend time in this room multiple times per day while 
working with your foster cat. By keeping the cat in one room, you’re helping prevent 
“accidents” that may occur because of stress or adjusting to your routine. Keeping your 
foster cat confined to one room will help start this important training as you must be able 
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to monitor their activities.  
 
 
 
 
 

Frequently Asked Questions: 
 

 
● How long are animals in foster homes?  It depends on the pet’s ability to adjust and the 

situation. The average stay in a foster home is 2 weeks – 2 months. Those recovering 
from an injury tend to stay just until healthy, whereas kittens & puppies will stay until old 
enough for surgery (up to 8 wks of age). 

 
● Can I adopt my foster? YES! As long as foster parents meet the shelter requirements 

necessary for adoption, they have first choice to adopt their foster pet. 
 

● What is the process for adopting a foster pet?  The process is very similar to adopting 
any animal from the shelter. The steps are briefly outlined below: 

o Potential adopters are required to submit an adoption application. 
o Suitable applicants may be contacted by staff for additional screening. 
o Adoption is approved or rejected by shelter staff. Final approval of all adoptions 

is at the sole discretion of the Humane Society of Sheboygan County staff. 
o Once approved, the adopter pays adoption fees to the shelter and makes a 

arrangements to pick up the foster (usually from the shelter after surgery). Foster 
pets cannot go to a potential adopter’s home until the adoption is finalized.  

 
● If I have my own animals, can I foster?  Keep in mind that it’s always a health risk to 

expose your animal to other animals whether it’s in your veterinarian’s waiting rooms, 
the pet store, or other common animal areas. The health risk is minimal if your animals 
are current on their vaccinations, maintain a healthy diet and lifestyle, and are not elderly 
or very young.  If you or someone in your household is immune-compromised, consult 
your doctor before fostering; working or living with animals exposes humans to a group 
of diseases called zoonoses. A zoonotic disease is defined as a disease transmitted from 
animals to humans and also from humans to animals. To find out more about zoonoses, 
talk to your doctor and/or veterinarian. Proper hygiene, preventative measures and an 
understanding of these illnesses can reduce the risk of disease. 

 
● What supplies are needed to foster?  Foster parents provide space, exercise, 

socialization, and love. The shelter will provide you with all the other supplies and 
equipment needed throughout your foster experience. The Shelter receives donated items 
regularly and provides vet care and medicine. 

 
● Do I have to keep my fosters separate from other animals in my home?  Yes, it is 

preferred that the shelter animal have a room or area that is separate from other pets. 
This allows them time to acclimate to the environment and more importantly, helps 
reduce the spread of any diseases that your foster may be harboring.  It also represents a 
safe and comfortable place to call their own and provides them with a sense of security. 
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Cats especially may be stressed for the first several days.  The space selected should offer 
a hiding area without allowing them to hide from you.  This might be an office, spare 
bedroom or bathroom. 

 
● Do I need to have prior medical knowledge or expertise?  No, but you may be asked to 

dispense medicine to your foster pet so you will have to be comfortable following 
veterinarian’s instructions if fostering a sick or injured or special needs animal.  We ask 
that medications be given per the veterinarian’s instructions and for the duration 
recommended.  Do not discontinue medications or change dosages without authorization 
from the Shelter Manager or Veterinarian. If you are having difficulty giving the 
medication as directed, please contact us so an alternative can be arranged. 

 
● What if my foster becomes sick?  All veterinary care is provided by the in-house 

veterinarian. If a foster becomes sick or is suspected to be sick, foster parents should 
contact the shelter immediately. If you are unable to speak with a staff member, please 
leave a message and we will return your call as soon as possible. If you call after hours, 
please use the emergency phone number provided.  In most cases we are able to provided 
needed medications or support through our staff veterinarian.  However, if an outside 
veterinary visit is deemed necessary, the Shelter Director will provide guidance on 
scheduling and follow-up.  NOTE:  If you visit a vet that is not approved by the shelter 
director, you may not be reimbursed for the cost. If you have any general questions 
regarding the health of your foster, contact the Shelter. Be sure to review the section for 
“Basic Medical Care” in this manual. 

 
● How much time each day is needed to foster? Commitment and responsibilities depend 

on the individual animal and their situation and personality. It’s essential that foster 
parents understand that shelter pets may be stressed and moving them from the shelter to 
the foster home can be stressful.  Foster parents must be willing to be patient and commit 
to the animal because our goal is to keep them in a stable and consistent environment. 
Many of our fosters are bottle babies, which require feeding every few hours until able to 
eat on their own. 

 
● How can I help my foster pet become more adoptable? There are two ways to make a 

foster more adoptable. First and foremost is exercise (for mental and physical well-being) 
and love (for emotional well-being).  Second is marketing: if no one knows about your 
foster animal, or how wonderful he is, then it will be harder to find them a forever home. 
In addition to supplying great photos and a bio, giving a foster additional exposure by 
telling friends and family about them will help create a “network effect” and will speed 
up the process of finding a forever home.  
 
Additionally, foster animals benefit greatly from the exercise (with the exception  

of those with some medical conditions), special love and attention you give them.  While 
marketing provides you with applicants, it’s always the pet that “closes the deal.”  Shy 
pets will benefit from your patience, routine and slowly exposing them to new things and 
people to build their confidence. Rambunctious adolescents who learn good manners will 
help show off their trainability and long term potential.  Kittens & puppies, while 
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adorable, need a lot of love, attention and hand-holding from humans to develop properly 
and feel secure. 

 
● Am I responsible for finding my foster its forever home? No, but we do appreciate your 

help.  Many times a foster parent will find a perfect match on their own through a 
network of friends, family and colleagues. The shelter greatly welcomes these referrals! 
If you think you have found a perfect forever home for your foster, remember they still 
must go through the application process and be approved by the shelter staff. 

 
● Can I return my foster to the shelter if I am unable to foster any longer? We prefer that 

foster parents continue to foster until they are old enough or medically ready to return. 
It’s stressful for a pet to be returned to the shelter environment. However, we understand 
that situations change and it may become necessary to transfer a foster animal. We 
request that a foster parent provides as much notice as possible so that we can find an 
alternative foster home to which to transfer them. Of course, in an emergency, a foster 
parent may always bring their animal back to the shelter. 

Include the following in your request-for-transfer email: A brief paragraph describing the pet; 
whether he is having any issues; gets along with other dogs/cats; whether he is 
child-friendly; and any other pertinent information. 

 
● What if I go on vacation or have a business trip?  If given enough notice, we can 

usually find volunteers that can foster sit for short durations. We ask that foster parents 
always keep the Humane Society of Sheboygan County staff aware of any temporary 
foster sitting situations. Also be advised that even “foster-sitters” need to have an 
approved foster application on file and have gone through the initial training program. 

 
● Are fosters ever euthanized?  Much energy, love, time and vet care is devoted to our 

foster animals, and the shelter is committed to finding homes for ALL the adoptable pets 
within its care. Some are in foster care because they’re seriously ill or injured. If, after 
medical attention, these pets are too injured or too weak to heal and are suffering without 
a means for relief or are irreparably aggressive, then the shelter staff will humanely 
euthanize these animals. Fortunately, most animals in foster care heal/recover beautifully. 
On rare occasions, a pet in foster care may start to exhibit potentially dangerous behavior 
that was unknown or suppressed when it was at the shelter. The shelter may determine 
that this animal is too dangerous and will humanely euthanize the animal or seek an 
alternative facility for its care. Your safety is our #1 priority. You must always inform the 
Humane Society of Sheboygan County staff if your foster exhibits any aggressive 
behavior.  This allows us to develop a behavior modification plan where appropriate. 

 
● Does the Humane Society of Sheboygan County replace damaged property? No, the 

Humane Society of Sheboygan County does not replace or compensate for damaged 
property. That is why it is very important to have an appropriate and safe area for your 
foster animal.  
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Thank you for fostering –  
we can’t do it without you! 
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The Do’s and Don’ts of Cat Care: 
 
The Do’s 
✓ Do keep your foster cat indoors in a warm/cool (depending on the season) and dry 

location 
✓ Do keep your cat in a bedroom, bathroom, mudroom, office or laundry room.  Cats 

should be around humans for socialization purposes and should not be isolated. 
✓ Do provide food and fresh water at all times. We recommend meal feeding dry food with 

the exception of kittens and some cats with medical issues, who need a constant supply of 
fresh food.  

✓ Do keep food/water as far apart from the litter box as is feasible. 
✓ Do be cautious with small items like ribbons, feathers, strings, eyes, and other small parts 

that can be removed from toys and ingested. Many of these things (like string) can cause 
serious intestinal obstruction. 

✓ Kittens – Do provide wet and dry food specifically formulated for kittens and provide a 
shallow water dish to prevent accidental drowning. 

✓ Kittens – Do use clay (non-clumping) litter to avoid accidental ingestion and inhalation 
of fine grains of litter for kittens less than 4 weeks. Once over 4 weeks can use clumping 
cat litter. 

 
The Don’ts 

⦸ Do not place your foster cat around other strange animals as we often do not know the 
cat’s past history. 

⦸ Do not introduce your foster cat to your own pets without authorization from the Humane 
Society of Sheboygan County first. If introductions are approved, be certain to have all 
dogs on a leash and be in control of introductions at all times. Do not allow them to 
interact without supervision and do not force your cat to meet other family pets if it is shy 
– this creates stress and can lead to litterbox issues. (The Humane Society of Sheboygan 
County is not responsible for liability in the event of accident, injury or illness to your 
own animals through fostering.) 

⦸ Do not allow your foster cat outdoors.  
⦸ Do not feed your foster cat/kittens cow’s milk.  It is difficult to digest and can cause 

diarrhea. 
 
How to cat-proof a room: 
 
Walk into the room in which you plan to confine your foster cat and ask yourself:  

➢ Is there quick access to the litter box? 
➢ Is there anything that can be chewed, such as drapes, a couch or rugs? Are there exposed 

or easily accessed electrical wires? 
➢ Is there anywhere the cat can hide? Will you be able to get the cat out if hidden? Are 

there coffee tables with objects that can be knocked off? 
➢ Are there plants in the room? If so, check the list of toxic plants in this manual. 
➢ Are there cabinets or heat vents that can be accessed by kittens? 
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➢ Is the trash covered and in a place that is not accessible? 
➢ Are all toilet lids kept in the down position to avoid accidental drowning? 
➢ Check laundry equipment before each use to ensure no cats have snuck in. 
➢ Lotions, medications, breakables are away from surfaces accessible to the cat? 

Feeding and Care for Life Stages: 
 
Neonates: 
 

The neonatal period is from birth to 2-3 weeks of age. If you have agreed to foster a mom and kittens, 
your job is much easier as mom will do most of the work for you!  If you have brought home a 
litter of orphans, you have a much bigger role – it is a sad reality that many orphaned kittens do 
not survive to weaning due to a combination of factors.  By agreeing to take on this challenge, 
you have already gone a long way to saving these lives, so THANK YOU for giving them the 
best possible chance of success. 

 
Developmental Milestones: 
 
During this initial period, the kittens tend to stick close to mom and the nest. They cannot maintain their 

own body heat, so an external heat source – either mom or a heating pad/heat lamp – is essential. 
The umbilical cord dries up and falls off around three days old. Their ears and eyes are sealed at 
birth but early on they begin to orient toward sound. Their eyes open fully around two weeks, 
changing from blue to their adult color over the next several weeks.  Their ears open around two 
weeks and stand up by three to four weeks.  Their front teeth start to erupt at the end of the 
neonatal period, about 2 – 3 weeks old. 

 
Mom & Kittens: 
 
If you took in mom with her kittens, she will do most of the kitten care for you.  Ensure she has a quiet 

room with a next box big enough for everyone – the sides should be tall enough that the kittens 
can’t fall out but mom can come and go easily. Feed her a nutrient-dense diet, such as kitten 
food, to maintain her energy reserves for nursing.  Offer food several times daily, or have it 
continuously available, and make sure she has access to fresh water at all times. 

 
As long as mom is actively engaged with her kittens, let her do the work of feeding and caring for them. 

Take your cues from her – especially in the beginning, she may prefer that you stay away from 
the kittens until they gain some mobility. It’s normal for her to want some time away from the 
litter between feedings, so don’t worry if she’s exploring a little – this would be a great time to 
do some kitten socializing. If, however, you find a kitten(s) that is particularly cold or mom isn’t 
at all interested in the litter, you may have to provide assistance. Call the shelter if you are 
concerned that one or more of your babies aren’t doing well. 
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Orphans: 
 
Raising bottle babies can be one of the most rewarding and heartbreaking foster situations there is.  It’s 

hard not to fall in love with that little ball of fluff in your hands!  Unfortunately, it’s a harsh 
reality that one or more kittens may not survive, no matter how well you care for them. Being 
separated from their mother is a huge stressor and milk-replacers can only do so much to 
replenish what they are no longer getting from mom.  By taking on this challenge, you are giving 
them the best possible chance of survival. 

 
Before you bring home your orphans, set up a nest box in your foster room. Make sure the sides are tall 

enough that very tiny kittens cannot fall out or squeeze through any openings. Line the box with 
several layers of bedding (towels and potty pads) so that you can peel away layers as the kittens 
soil the top.  Use a heating pad or suspended heat lamp on ONE SIDE of the box only, so that 
kittens can move away if they get too warm. Keep the pad on a low setting, wrapped in towels or 
blankets – NEVER in direct contact with the kittens.  In the neonatal stage, keeping the kittens in 
a carrier is fine as long as you take precautions to ensure they aren’t overheating from the 
heating pad.  Providing a stuffed animal for them to curl up to can help orphans feel more secure 
– just make sure it is machine-washable.  

 
At this stage, the kittens need to be fed kitten formula every two hours. Their stomachs are tiny and can 

only hold about a teaspoon of formula per 4oz body weight.  It is important not to overfeed 
infants as it can cause diarrhea and lead to dehydration. Always use a kitten milk-replacer (such 
as KMR) and never cow’s milk, which can make them very sick.  NEVER FEED A COLD 
KITTEN! If a kitten is cold, warm it up before feeding by placing it against your skin for several 
minutes. Likewise, formula should be warm for feeding --- mom’s body temperature is 
approximately 100° F; always heat formula in a hot water bath, not the microwave, to prevent 
hot spots. 

 
It is critical to keep kittens upright when bottle feeding (all four feet on the ground, lying on their 

stomachs)! This is how they would nurse from mom and feeding on their backs or with their 
heads tipped too far up can cause them to aspirate formula into their lungs. This can quickly 
cause fatal pneumonia. Be careful that the hole in the nipple is not cut too large to prevent 
choking – it should drip slowly when tipped. There is an excellent video by Maddie’s Fund that 
shows you proper bottle-feeding, along with a link to a chart on how much to feed based on size: 
https://youtu.be/QXlaoLfEXjY. 

 
At this age, kittens also depend on you to stimulate urination and defecation. Mom would normally lick 

them, but a warm, damp cotton pad or soft washcloth will work instead. Gently rub their genitals 
in one direction (not back and forth) until they urinate/defecate. Once you’ve successfully 

stimulated them, keep rubbing until the bladder is 
empty – kittens may stop when you do, regardless 
of whether they’re “done”.  If a kitten is fussy and 
refusing to eat, it may be due to a full bladder – 
always potty each one before and after every meal 
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(and between meals if possible). 
 
 

 
Image from: www.kittenbaby.com 

 
 
Toddlers: 
 

Developmental Milestones: 
 

The toddler stage last from three to five weeks of age.  At this stage, the kittens start to explore 
and become more interactive. You may need to expand their nest space to accommodate their 
newfound mobility, utilizing baby gates to corral them as needed.  At this stage, their senses of 
smell and hearing are fully developed and their eyesight is maturing enough to start tracking 
“prey”. By the end of this period, their eyesight is fully developed. Their teeth are coming in, 
starting with the front incisors, much like human infants. They begin to groom themselves (and 
each other) and learn critical social skills interacting with littermates and humans.  

Much to the relief of many foster parents, they also begin to urinate and defecate on their own at 
this age. Providing a shallow litter pan, such as a disposable cake pan, can encourage good 
habits. ALWAYS USE A NON-CLUMPING LITTER with small kittens! They are still learning 
what food is at this stage and may accidentally ingest litter grains – clumping litter can cause a 
fatal intestinal obstruction. 

As the kittens are exploring, you can now begin offering kitten mush in a plate or other very 
shallow dish for them to begin tasting.  This can be made of kitten chow soaked in formula or 
canned kitten food with added formula to thin it out some.  Since they will play in the mush more 
than eat it, it may help to have baby wipes on hand for cleanup; this is an important part of 
weaning, however, as they will start to lick it off their fur in grooming and are learning what 
food tastes like. 

Bathing becomes more important at this stage: use a labeled kitten shampoo (or in a pinch, blue 
Dawn dishsoap) and make sure you don’t get soap in ears or eyes.  Make sure they are dried 
completely to prevent chills and illness – combing their fur as you dry them can speed the 
process. If you are going to use a hairdryer, be sure it is set on low/cool, don’t hold it too close to 
the skin, and keep it moving – keeping it one spot too long can cause burns. 

 
Mom & Kittens: 

 

Mom is still doing most of the work for you, although you may have to help with bathing as they 
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begin to explore litter-pans and food mush.  Socialization also becomes critical so that kittens 
can learn that people are safe and sources of love.  See the socialization page for ideas to ensure 
your kittens grow up to be well-behaved cats. 

 

Orphans: 

 

Toddlers still need formula, but as mentioned above, you can start offering some mush as well. 
They are eating more at a time now (usually about 30-40cc/feeding) and can go longer between 
feedings. At this stage, 4 feedings per day is safe and easier for foster parents. 

Weaning: 
 

Developmental Milestones: 
 

The weaning stage lasts from five to seven weeks of age. The kittens are highly mobile and 
learning to climb, stalk prey, and pounce.  Their senses are fully developed and they begin to 
develop adult motor skills and sleeping patterns.  They are still learning proper social interaction 
by playing with siblings (and you), so encourage good manners.  Their molars are coming in 
now, so you can begin to introduce dry food by mixing a few kibbles into their mush for them to 
explore. Begin decreasing the amount of liquid added to the mush to start slowly converting 
them to dry food. A small bowl of dry kibble can be left out with them all the time now. 

 
Mom & Kittens: 

 

Mom will start weaning the kittens around 6 – 7 weeks and will gradually leave them for longer 
periods in between feedings.  They may continue to suckle for comfort, even after they are eating 
solid foods, but mom will begin to discourage them by getting up and moving away when they 
try to nurse. 

 
Orphans: 

 
At this stage, kittens typically weigh 1 – 1.5 lbs and can wait longer between feedings.  Three feedings 

per day (a total of about 130 cc/day) is fine at this age, as long as fresh water and dry kibble are 
available. They are using the litterbox entirely on their own, but should still be on non-clumping 
litter. 
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Socializing: 
 
It’s important to spend time each day socializing your fosters, whether that’s mom and litter, orphaned 

babies, or young adults. As this excerpt from the Humane Society of the United States notes, 
socialization is critical to their development. 
 “Kittens orphaned or separated from their mother and/or littermates too early often fail to 
develop appropriate “social skills,” such as learning how to send and receive signals, what an 
“inhibited bite” (acceptable mouthing pressure) means, how far to go in play-wrestling and so 
forth. 

Play is important for kittens because it increases their physical coordination, social skills and 
learning limits. By interacting with their mother and littermates, kittens explore the ranking 
process (“who’s in charge”) and also learn “how to be a cat.” 

Kittens who are gently handled by people 15 to 40 minutes a day during the first seven weeks are 
more likely to develop larger brains. They’re more exploratory, more playful and better learners. 
Skills not acquired during the first eight weeks may be lost forever. 

While these stages are important and fairly consistent, a cat’s mind remains receptive to new experiences 
and lessons well beyond kittenhood. Most cats are still kittens, in mind and body, through the 
first two years of life.”  --- From HSUS: 
http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/cats/tips/kitten_behavior_basics.html?credit=web_id65482388 
 
Starting as early as a couple weeks, begin to get the kittens accustomed to nail trims and 
brushing.  Introduce the scratching post, if you haven’t already, and encourage them to use it 
with positive reinforcement. Cats mimic well, so if they seem unsure about the post, scratch your 
fingers on it while they are watching or gently rubs their paws on the post – then give a reward to 
encourage good behavior! 
 
Discourage biting of hands or feet, as well as using claws while playing. This almost always 
turns into a permanent behavior if allowed to continue – which results in the cat being returned 
to the shelter.  Do not yell or physically correct (spanking, etc) a cat or kitten when they are 
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doing something wrong – this only teaches them to be afraid of people. If they are getting too 
rough during play, simply get up and walk away, giving them a “time out” for a few minutes; 
you can also redirect their attention by tossing a toy for them to chase and pounce.  
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The Do’s and Don’ts of Dogs: 
 
The Do’s 
 
✓ Do keep your foster dog indoors in a warm/cool (depending on the season) and dry 

location; older puppies (over 6 wks) and adults need to be let out for supervised bathroom 
breaks several times daily 

✓ Do provide fresh water at all times and fresh food. We recommend meal feeding dry food 
with the exception of puppies and some dogs with medical issues, who need a constant 
supply of fresh food.  

✓ Do be cautious with small items like ribbons, toy stuffing, eyes, and other small parts that 
can be removed from toys and ingested. Many of these things can cause serious intestinal 
obstruction.  

✓ Do spend time each day working on socializing and training.  Dogs with poor manners 
have a much harder time getting adopted. 

✓ Do make sure anyone training the dog uses the same set of commands – if one person 
says “down” to get them to stop jumping up and another uses “down” to get them to lie 
down, you’ll have a confused pup in no time.  

✓ Do set a consistent schedule for feeding and toileting times.  The more consistent you are 
from the beginning, the more likely s/he will potty-train quickly. 

✓ Puppies – Do provide wet and dry food specifically formulated for pups and provide a 
shallow water dish to prevent accidental drowning. 

✓ Puppies – Do start kennel-training your pups to give them a den for added security and to 
help with training. 

✓ Puppies – Do keep your puppies (& mom) in a bedroom, bathroom, mudroom, office or 
laundry room.  They should be around humans for socialization purposes and should not 
be isolated, but should be kept separate from other household pets. 

 
 
The Don’ts 
 

⦸ Do not place your foster dog around other strange animals as we often do not know the 
pet’s past history.  This includes trips to the dog park. 

⦸ Do not introduce your foster dog to your own pets without authorization from the 
Humane Society of Sheboygan County first. If introductions are approved, be certain to 
have all dogs on a leash and be in control of introductions at all times. Do not allow them 
to interact without supervision and do not force your dog to meet other family pets if it is 
shy. (The Humane Society of Sheboygan County is not responsible for liability in the 
event of accident, injury or illness to your own animals through fostering.) 

⦸ Do not feed your foster dog/puppies cow’s milk.  It is difficult to digest and can cause 
diarrhea. 

⦸ Do not overwhelm your foster with too many visitors, particularly in the first week.  This 
is especially important if you are fostering a mom and pups. 
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Puppy-proofing 101: 
 
Walk into the room in which you plan to confine your foster pups and ask yourself:  

➢ Is there anything that can be chewed, such as drapes, a couch or rugs? Are there exposed 
or easily accessed electrical wires? 

➢ Is there anywhere the pups can hide? Will you be able to get them out if hidden? Are 
there coffee tables with objects that can be knocked off? 

➢ Are there plants in the room? If so, check the list of toxic plants in this manual. 
➢ Are there cabinets or heat vents that can be accessed by puppies? 
➢ Is the trash covered and in a place that is not accessible? 
➢ Are all toilet lids kept in the down position to avoid accidental drowning? 
➢ Check laundry equipment before each use to ensure no pups have snuck in. 
➢ Lotions, medications, breakables are away from surfaces accessible to the dog? 

 

Now that you think you’ve proofed everything, lie on the floor at pup’s eye level and look again! 
See anything else your pup can use to cause mischief?  Now is the time to catch things before 
you turn your fosters loose. 
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(image from https://farm1.staticflickr.com/98/253271731_f89eae0388_o.jpg) 

Feeding and Care for Life Stages: 
 

Puppies go through stages very similar to kittens, so it will be helpful for you to review that 
section of the manual.  The life stages are the same: neonates, toddlers, and weaning, but their 
socialization period is a little longer.  If you are fostering a mom and pups, she will do most of 
the puppy care for you.  If you are fostering an orphaned litter, you will have to do mom’s job in 
her absence.  This includes providing food and warmth, toileting, and training. 

Neonates (0-3 wks): 
Developmental milestones at this age are the same as cats.  More importantly, the method of 
feeding and toileting is exactly the same.  It is CRITICAL that puppies are fed on their stomachs, 
not on their backs or held up vertically as this greatly increases the chance of fatal pneumonia 
from inhaling formula.  Always use a commercial puppy milk replacer such as Esbilac, never 
cow’s milk or human formula.  Just like we discussed in the kitten section, you’ll need to provide 
warmth, such as a heating pad, but only over half of the nest box or carrier.  They need to be kept 
warm but not overheated and remember to never feed a cold pup – warm them up first! 

 

Toddlers (3-5 wks): 
Developmental milestones and feeding schedules are much the same as cats.  At this age they 
will start to urinate and defecate on their own; you may be able to start potty training with puppy 
pads by taking them to the pad when you stimulate them to potty.  Don’t get frustrated if your 
pups don’t get it yet – it takes several weeks for them to make those connections!  You can also 
start to offer puppy gruel made of quality puppy kibble soaked in formula for them to start 
exploring.  Be sure to use shallow dishes. 

 

Weaning (5-7 wks): 
Developmental milestones and feeding schedules are the same as cats.  At this age, you can 
begin to reduce the amount of formula given by bottle and begin to offer more puppy chow. 
Slowly decrease the amount of formula in their gruel to get closer to the consistency of kibble to 
help the process.  You can also continue to work with them on potty training and if the weather is 
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nice, can begin to take them outside to potty.  Just be careful that they do not get chilled, which 
can happen quickly.  If you are working with them on going outside, use an x-pen or other 
enclosure to be certain you have control over the whole litter – we don’t want anyone wandering 
off! 

How raising puppies differs from cats: 
Obviously there has to be differences, right?  Actually, there are fewer than you might think. 
The biggest difference has to do with the difference in size between the species.  If you are 
fostering medium to large breed puppies they will grow much faster than kittens and the amount 
of food given needs to increase accordingly.  Having a food scale or baby scale available with 
come in handy as the amount fed depends on body weight.  

Feeding amounts for puppies: 

Week 1 60 mls. Of formula / pound of body weight 

week 2 70 mls. Of formula / pound of body weight 

week 3 85 mls. Of formula / pound of body weight 

week 4 100 mls. Of formula / pound of body weight 

**NOTE this is a total amount fed daily and should be divided into four or more meals 
depending on the age of the pup.  By this logic, a 1 week old, 1 lb puppy should get 60ml total 
per day divided into 8 meals (every 2-3 hrs), equaling 7-8ml per feeding.  Such a small amount, 
right?  Puppy stomachs are tiny and over-feeding quickly results in diarrhea and uncomfortable 
pups.  As they age, you can increase the amount fed and time between feedings, much as we 
discussed for kittens. 

 

Socialization: 
Socialization in puppies is just as important as with kittens, maybe more so.  Handle your fosters 
daily, 10-15min minimum; however, try not to overwhelm them in the first 2-3 weeks.  If you are 
fostering mom and pups, take your cues from her so as not to stress her.  Starting as early as a 
couple weeks, begin to get the pups accustomed to nail trims, ear cleaning and brushing.  You 
probably won’t have much to clean with the ears, but getting them used to having their ears, face, 
and feet handled from early on makes maintenance care so much easier! 
 
Discourage biting of hands or feet while playing. This almost always turns into a permanent 
behavior if allowed to continue – which results in the pet being returned to the shelter.  Do not 
yell or physically correct (spanking, etc) a dog or puppy when they are doing something wrong – 
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this only teaches them to be afraid of people. If they are getting too rough during play, simply get 
up and walk away, giving them a “time out” for a few minutes; you can also redirect their 
attention by tossing a toy for them to chase.  Dogs are social creatures, so a time-out can often be 
enough to correct minor behavior issues.  For more significant behavior concerns, such as biting 
or resource/food aggression, please contact us to schedule some time with our staff behaviorist 
for more training tips. 
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Poisonous Household Items: 
 
There are many items in a home that, while harmless to people, can be toxic to our pets.  Some 
of the commonly recognized toxins include cleaning products and chocolate, but did you realize 
that grapes and chewing gum can also kill?  What about common medications like Tylenol® or 
ibuprofen?  The following list is not definitive but covers many of the common household 
problems.  If you have questions about whether something is safe to feed your foster pet, please 
don’t hesitate to call us!  If you suspect your foster has ingested something toxic, please call our 
emergency line IMMEDIATELY – never wait to see if the pet will get sick, as it may be too late! 
 
 
Foods to Avoid Feeding Your Pet 

● Alcoholic beverages 
● Avocado and guacamole 
● Chocolate (all forms) 
● Coffee (all forms) 
● Fatty foods 
● Garlic 
● Macadamia nuts 
● Moldy or spoiled foods 
● Onions, onion powder 
● Raisins & grapes 
● Salt (large quantity) 
● Yeast dough 
● Products sweetened with Xylitol (ie: 

sugar-free gum) 
 
Common Household Hazards 

● Fabric softener sheets 
● Mothballs 
● Post-1982 pennies (high 

concentration of zinc) 
 
Medications 
Common examples of human medications 
that can be potentially lethal to pets, even in 
small doses, include: 

● Pain killers (ibuprofen, 
acetaminophen, naproxen, etc) 

● Cold medicines (especially 
decongestants) 

● Anti-cancer drugs 
● Antidepressants 
● Vitamins 
● Diet pills 

 
Cold Weather Hazards 

● Antifreeze 
● Liquid potpourri 
● Ice melting products 
● Rat & mouse bait 
● Mistletoe 
● Christmas tree water & decorations 

 
Warm Weather Hazards 

● Animal toxins – toads, insects, 
spiders, some snakes 

● Blue-green algae in ponds 
● Citronella candles 
● Cocoa mulch or mulch using coffee 

grounds for color 
● Compost piles 
● Fertilizer 
● Some flea products 
● Outdoor plants and bulbs 
● Swimming pool treatment supplies 
● Fly baits containing methomyl 
● Slug & snail baits containing 

metaldehyde 
 
Non-toxic 
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The following substances are considered to 
be non-toxic, although they may cause 
gastrointestinal upset in some animals: 

● Water-based paints 
● Toilet bowl water 
● Silica gel 

● Poinsettia 
● Cat litter (can cause obstruction) 
● Glue traps 
● Glow-jewelry & glow-sticks 

 

Poisonous Plants: 
 
The following list is from the ASPCA website: http://www.napcc.aspca.org.  This is by no means 
an exhaustive list!  If you do not see the plant in question on this list, please check their website 
or contact a veterinarian.  
 

 
● Aloe vera 
● Amaryllis 
● Apple seeds 
● Avocado (fruit & pit) 
● Azalea 
● Baby’s Breath 
● Bird of Paradise 
● Bulbs (daffodil, tulip, narcissus, etc) 
● Castor bean 
● Cherry (pits & wilted leaves) 
● Christmas Rose 
● Clematis 
● Crocuses 
● Croton (all varieties) 
● Cyclamen 
● Dieffenbachia (all varieties) 
● Dracaena (all varieties) 
● Dumb Cane (all varieties) 
● Foxglove 
● Fruit pits (all pits & most seeds) 
● Geranium 
● Ivy (all varieties) 

● Jerusalem cherry 
● Kalanchoe 
● Lilies (all varieties!) 
● Lily of the Valley 
● Mother-in-Law’s Tongue 
● Mistletoe 
● Morning Glory 
● Nightshade 
● Oleander 
● Peach (pit & wilted leaves) 
● Philodendron (all varieties) 
● Poison Ivy & Poison Oak 
● Pothos (all varieties) 
● Potato plant (green fruit, stem, 

leaves) 
● Primrose 
● Rhododendron 
● Tomato plant (green fruit, stem, 

leaves) 
● Yew 
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Health Maintenance 
 
Nail Trimming: 
 
Some pets will calmly let you trim their nails but many need to be restrained – this might be as simple as 

a towel around a cat or might require an assistant to help you with bigger dogs. If you have 
young fosters, it’s best to start working with them now to make trimming their 
nails easier as they get older. With older fosters, you may have to work with 
them a little to get them used to the idea. In everyday interactions, pick up their 
paw and go through the motions of trimming even without a nail clipper in your 
hand. Play with their feet and splay out their toes while soothing them with soft 
words. Eventually add in actually trimming the nails, even if it’s only a couple 
at a time. 

 
With many pets, the nail is a light color and you can see where the “quick”, or blood 

vessel, of the nail is. If the nail is dark, then checking the curve of the nail 
might show you where it is. Using a bright light source behind a dark nail will 
often help you see where the quick is. Take small cuts off the tip to see where 
the end the quick is and to reduce the chance of cutting into the blood source. 
If the toenail gets cut too short, you can use a styptic powder (Kwik Stop®) or 
cornstarch. Put powder against the nail and press it tight with your finger. 
Under normal circumstances, the nail will stop bleeding on its own within about 5 minutes. 

 
Each pet is different but a general rule is to trim the nails every 4 to 6 weeks in adults, every other week 

in kittens and puppies. The longer you allow the nails to grow, the longer the quick of the nail 
gets – making cutting the nails even more problematic as it is easier to cut into the quick. 

 
 
Ear Cleaning:  
 
Many breeds of dogs require routine ear cleaning for their health maintenance.  If your foster is one of 

these breeds, especially you have puppies, getting them used to ear cleaning is an important skill. 
Start by handling the ears as part of daily handling – hold the ear, flip it open, stick your finger or 
a dry cottonball in the ear, etc. When ready to clean, soak a cottonball in ear 
cleaner and insert it into the upper ear canal; massage the base of the ear to 
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force the solution into the canal to break up the wax.  Always use a pet-specific ear cleaner, not 
hydrogen peroxide, water, rubbing alcohol, vinegar or human products.  As you massage the 
base of the ear, you should hear a soft sloshing sound --- if you don’t, there is not enough 
cleaning solution in the canal and you need to add more. Remove the wet cottonball and replace 
it with a dry one; massage some more to wick the debris up to the cotton. Keep replacing the 
cottonballs and massaging until the cotton come back clean and dry.  Never use Q-tips in the ear 
canal. 

 

Basic Veterinary Care 
 
How to Give Medications: 
 
Most of the medications that you might have to give will be either oral or topical.  The topical 

medications might include eye meds or skin ointments.  Oral medications might be liquid or pills 
and each species has different tips and tricks for administering them.  It is important that your 
foster pet receive his medications on schedule for the full duration of treatment.  If you are 
having difficulty giving the medication, please notify us promptly so that we can find 
alternatives that might be easier. 

 
Eye medications: 
With your non-dominant hand, tip the pet’s head back so the nose is 

pointed to the ceiling.  In dogs, this might be with a hand 
under the chin; with cats, it is easiest to grasp the cheekbones 
from over the head as shown. Without touching the tube to the 
eyeball, allow a drop to fall onto the surface of the eye; if the 
pet blinks and you aren’t sure you got it in, you can apply 
another drop.  Sometimes, using the tip of your pinky finger to 
hold open the eyelid will help. If you have questions about 
giving the medication, try this video: http://youtu.be/pYnU5x80_M8  or call us to schedule a 
demo. Image from WikiHow 

 
 
Oral medications: 
Many novice pet-owners find that liquid medications are easier to give; however, once you’ve developed 

a good technique, pills can be just as straightforward and there’s no doubt about whether the pet 
got the medication. Whichever form your foster’s medication comes in, be sure you are clear 
about the dose and dosing schedule before you leave the shelter! 

 
With liquid medications, you may be able to lift a lip and simply squirt it in between the teeth.  Tipping 

the head up as you would for eye medications encourages the liquid toward the back of the throat 
(and swallowing) rather than letting the pet drool it out.  However, not all pets are so 
accommodating, and you may have to get the syringe all the way to the back of the mouth first, 
much like with a pill. Aim to get the medication over the hill of the tongue so that your foster 
will naturally swallow. Gently rubbing the throat or blowing a puff of air into his nose may also 
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encourage him to swallow.  This video goes through a variety of methods to pill an animal and 
may help: http://youtu.be/KFeF-x7akWs   The video uses a cat “model” but most of the 
techniques apply to dogs as well. 

 
Once you’ve administered the medication, monitor the pet for a few minutes to be certain he actually 

ingested it.  Some animals are quite clever at “cheeking” a pill just until you walk away before 
spitting it back out.  

 
 
 

Bandage and Wound Care: 
 
Some animals go into foster-care because they have an injury that requires special maintenance.  If your 

foster has a bandage of any kind it is critical that it be kept clean and dry at all times. Plastic 
bags, press-n-seal wrap, and specially-designed booties are some of the options for protecting a 
bandage long enough for a dog to go potty outside in rough weather.  They are not for indoor 
use, however. If your foster is trying to lick or chew at the bandage, an Elizabethan collar 
(E-collar, also known as the “cone of shame”) is a must. Never assume that because the outside 
of the bandage dried out that the inside has – if the bandage gets wet from licking or going 
outside it MUST be changed.  If you are taking home a foster animal that will need bandage 
changes, the Humane Society of Sheboygan County staff will show you how to change the 
bandage.  Be sure you are comfortable with the process before you leave and if you have trouble, 
please call us. Bandages on four-legged critters can be more challenging than on people, 
particularly with all the layers, and they can’t tell you if it feels too tight.  

 
If your foster has a bandage on a foot or leg, check the toes frequently for changes in temperature 

(compared to other feet) or for odors that can indicate a problem under the wrap.  If you notice 
this, please remove the bandage and call us immediately. 

 
If your foster becomes injured while in your care, please contact us to arrange a vet visit.  Do not use 

Neosporin or liquid bandage products on your foster animals as these promote licking and do not 
prevent infection.  Superficial abrasions can be cleaned with a little hydrogen peroxide (not 
alcohol), but under no circumstances should peroxide be used in ears or on the face.  Please let us 
help you by giving us a call! 

 
 
Recognizing Common Health Conditions: 
 
If, at any point, you are concerned that your foster pet may have something wrong, please don’t hesitate 

to contact us! We would rather examine the animal and have it be “nothing” than have something 
significant be overlooked because you didn’t want to bother anyone.  Typically, any foster 
animal has had a full exam before leaving for the foster home.  However, some conditions 
develop later or may be asymptomatic at the time of pick up.  

 
Ears: 
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Itchy, red, gunky ears can be a sign of ear mites OR ear infection.  Most foster cats will have had an 

initial treatment for ear mites before going out.  This may need to be repeated – check your 
treatment sheet.  If the ears continue to be itchy, please let us know as your foster may have 
developed a secondary infection.  Dogs more commonly get ear infections, not mites.  If your 
foster had an ear infection on arrival, a leave-in medication is typically administered which lasts 
two weeks.  During this time, we ask that you NOT clean the ears and your foster will need a 
recheck towards the end of the medication.  If your foster suddenly develops ear problems while 
in your care, please call us for a vet visit so we can begin treatment. 

 
 
Eyes: 
 

➢ Red eyes with discharge: Both cats and dogs can get 
conjunctivitis or “pink-eye”.  Unlike humans, it is not 
typically transmissible to other animals or to people (as 
long as you practice good hand hygiene).  A cool, damp 
cloth can be used to clean away the discharge if the 
eyes are particularly gooey.  Do not allow the animal to 
rub at the eyes as this can scratch the cornea (surface of 
the eye) and cause more severe problems.  This 
condition does typically require medication but is not 
usually an emergency, so please call us to schedule a 
vet visit. 

(image from merckmanuals.com) 
 

➢ Painful, squinting eyes:  Painful eyes are more serious.  A vet visit is needed as this can 
be anything from corneal ulcers to foreign material in the eye, to glaucoma.  Contact lens 
saline can be used to gently flush the affected eye(s) if you suspect foreign material like 
grass; however, a visit should still be scheduled to ensure there is no scratch to the eye. 

 
 
Coughing/Sneezing: 
 

➢ Cats:  Upper respiratory infections are very common in our cats, especially kittens.  Much 
like the cold in humans, it is caused by one of a few viruses; however, in cats, they often 
develop secondary bacterial infections in addition.  Symptoms include nasal discharge, 
sneezing, eye discharge and occasionally coughing.  Their appetites may decrease 
somewhat, they may have a mild temperature, and be more lethargic.  Antibiotics are 
recommended to minimize secondary bacterial infections while the virus runs its course. 
Please call to schedule a vet visit. 

 
➢ Dogs:  “Kennel cough” is the most common cause of persistent cough in dogs, although 

they can also get the flu (Canine Influenza Virus).  Kennel cough is typically caused by a 
combination of one of a few viruses plus one of a few bacteria – sort of like mix’n’match. 
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We vaccinate for the most common virus and bacteria combination, but cannot prevent 
all combinations.  If your foster dog has a cough that lasts more than a day, is lethargic, 
or has a temperature, please call for a vet visit and medication.  These dogs should not go 
on walks or be exposed to other dogs as it is highly contagious and some strains of flu 
can be serious. 

 
“Reverse sneeze” is a condition in some dogs which can sound a lot like a cough.  It is 
more typical in small breed adults and sounds a little like a snort or like the dog “can’t 
catch his breath”.  It is often brought on by excitement and will resolve when the pet 
calms down.  Although it sounds scary, it is not interfering with breathing and is not an 
emergency.  Sometimes blowing a puff of air into the dog’s nose will help break the 
cycle, or you can try to help calm the pet by holding him and talking softly. This video 
gives an example of reverse sneeze: www.youtube.com/watch?v=U3L4v0W2_Sw.  

Skin problems: 
 

➢ Hives: Occasionally, a foster may develop hives from 
an insect bite/sting or other allergen.  Believe it or not, 
you can actually see the hives even on long-haired pets 
as the wheals cause the hair to stand up.  If your foster 
has hives and we are open, call for an appointment – 
injectable meds work much faster.  If it is after-hours, 
you can give a single dose of Benedryl® at 1mg per 
pound of body weight (ie: for a 50-60lb dog, give 50mg 
or two (25mg) capsules).  If no improvement within an 
hour or if the pet seems to be breathing harder, call the 
emergency line.  (image from arbl.cvmbs.colostate.edu) 

 
 
➢ Rash or hairloss:  There are many possible causes for hairloss 

or itchy rashes in pets.  One of the most concerning for foster 
parents is Ringworm, which is caused by a fungus.  Ringworm 
in pets is typically NOT itchy and often does not form a ring 
like it does in people – usually, it is simply a patch of scaly skin 
with hairloss (see photo).  This is contagious to other pets and 
people, so if you suspect ringworm please call us for a vet 
appointment.  

 
There are a number of other conditions that can cause hairloss, including 

skin infections, allergies, ear infections/mites, and over- 
grooming.  These may need medication or a special diet, so 
when in doubt, give us a call. 

(Image from WormsandGermsBlog.com) 
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When to Call the Vet 
 

Every parent learns some basic medical skills with time: how to take your child’s temperature 
and at what level you call the doctor instead of managing it with Tylenol, etc.  Pet parents can 
learn the same sorts of skills for at-home management of minor issues and at what point to call in 
the pros.  So what do you do when “Fluffy” is under the weather but you don’t know why? 

As a general rule, “when in doubt, call!”  If you’re trying to decide whether or not something is an 
emergency, start by checking vital signs and reading over this list.  If the pet seems to be doing 
ok but just “off”, it can probably wait til morning.  However, it’s much kinder to call the 
emergency line at 8pm when you first notice there is a problem, than at 2am when things really 
get critical – if something really seems to be wrong, call. 

 
Basic Vital Signs (normal): 
 
Kittens and Puppies – (varies by age) 
Temperature = week 1 – 96-98°, week 2 – 99°, week 3 – 100.5°, week 4 and older – 100.5-102.5 
Heart rate = neonates – 180- 200; toddlers – 160- 180; weaning – 140-160 
Respiratory rate = neonates – 30-40; toddlers and older – 20-30 
 
Adults –  
Temperature = 100.5 – 102.5 
Heart rate (awake) = 80-120 beats/minute in dogs; 120-200 in cats 
Respiratory rate = 20-40 breaths per minute at rest 
 

4) Check hydration status:  If you pinch and gently raise an inch of skin on the scruff of 
the neck or lower back it should snap back when released.  This is called “skin turgor.”  If 
it’s slow to go back to normal or stays pinched up, this is abnormal and a sign of 
dehydration.  At minimum, these pets need to be encouraged to drink water.  Better to 
bring them in for additional fluids before it gets too serious.  This is especially true with 
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puppies and kittens as their systems are more sensitive; if they have abnormal skin turgor, 
they should be seen. 

 
2) Check gum color: Gum color in animals should be pink but many older pets have naturally 
pigmented gums (black).  Try to find a spot that is still pink, perhaps under the tongue.  If the 
gums are very pale to white or blue/grey in color, this is an emergency and your pet needs to be 
seen immediately.  If the gums are pink, press on them with a fingertip til the color blanches out, 
then release.  The color should return to normal in less than 2 seconds.  This is called “capillary 
refill time” or CRT.  If it takes more than 2 seconds to return, this is a sign of bad blood 
circulation (poor perfusion) and your foster should be seen. 
 

3) Check temperature:  Rectal temperature is the preferred measurement in pets, not oral or in the ear. 
Most thermometers for children are also labeled for rectal use and are readily available over the 
counter.  NOTE: When checking temperature, be sure to use plenty of lubricant (KY jelly or 
Vaseline) and only insert the metal tip, not the whole skinny end as this can cause rectal damage, 
particularly in small puppies and kittens. 
 
 
➢ Normal temperatures in cats and dogs are higher than humans, so they are often warm to 

the touch.  Rectal temp in adult dogs & cats is between 100.5º F and 102.5º F.  
➢ If your pet is over 103º, this is a fever and s/he should be seen.  
➢ If your pet is below 100º, this indicates dehydration or significant illness and s/he should 

be seen. 
 
4) Check respiratory rate/effort: Adult dogs and cats breathe between 20-40 times per minute 
when at rest. In dogs, it is easiest to check this when sleeping as it is possible for them to pant 
with their mouths closed when stressed – don’t confuse panting with a truly increased respiratory 
rate.  Also, you should see the chest gently rise and fall with each breath; sometimes the 
abdomen will rise and fall too, particularly with a deep breath.  If your pet is only breathing is 
shallow, tight, fast breaths or if every breath requires effort and deep movement of the abdomen 
to “catch a breath” this is a sign of serious problems.  Call immediately. 
 

 
 
 

When in doubt, give us a call! 
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Appendix A: Treatment Protocols 
 

Each foster situation can be a little different, depending on the age of the cat or dog when they 
arrive.  You will receive a treatment list when you pick up your foster with precise dates for 
when to return.  In the meantime, this will give you an overview of our treatment protocols. 
These treatments can be done with any of the shelter staff and typically takes no more than 15-20 
minutes.  You do not need to schedule with the veterinarian, but it is helpful if you call the front 
desk to schedule an appointment so we know you’re coming and can have everything prepared. 
 
Kittens & puppies: 
 

● Deworming can begin as young as 2 wks and is repeated every 2 wks until 8 wks of age 
● Distemper combo vaccines are given as young as 6 weeks and repeated every 3 wks until 

16 wks of age 
● Bordetella vaccine for dogs is given as young as 6 weeks and may require a booster  
● Ear mite treatment is a series of two treatments, two weeks apart, and starting as young as 

6 wks 
● Rabies vaccine is not given until 12-15 weeks of age, by which point your foster will 

likely be back at the Humane Society of Sheboygan County 
● Flea/tick preventative is monthly, starting as young as 6 wks (if your foster has active 

fleas, it will be treated before going home) 
 
Adults: 
 

● Since most adult dogs and cats are sent into foster for medical reasons, deworming and 
most vaccines will be done before you take your foster home.  Occasionally, your foster 
will need a distemper booster or flea/tick preventative while in your care, so double 
check the treatment list you were given at pick-up 
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** Some fosters will also require medical rechecks or bandage changes.  These must be 
scheduled with the staff veterinarian.  The staff should let you know when you pick up your 
foster if any medical rechecks will be needed and these can be scheduled at any point.  If you 
need specific days or times for recheck, don’t wait – the sooner you schedule, the better we can 
accommodate you. 
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